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The native speaker fallacy: native speakers are more effective and qualified than nonnative speakers as language teachers 

(Phillipson, 1992). 

 Monolingual speakers = ideal standard VS. Nonnative speakers = deviant.  

 Negative impact on nonnative English teachers (Llurda, 2006; Braine, 1999).  

 Nonnative English teacher movement & positive characteristics of nonnative English teachers (Braine, 2010)  

 

Problems with early studies on native/nonnative English teachers:  

 Definition of a native speaker not provided. 

 Treating native/nonnative teachers as homogenous groups of people.  

And studies done for other nonnative foreign language teachers (such as Japanese) in the U.S. are limited!  

 

Research Questions: 

 

1. Does the native speaker fallacy exist in Japanese 

programs in the U.S.? 

2. What is the definition of a native speaker? 

3. Are nonnative teachers of Japanese negatively 

affected by the native speaker fallacy? 

4. What are some implications?  

 

 

 

Table A: Survey Results on Preference on Native and Nonnative Foreign Language Teachers (N=245) 

 The native speaker fallacy exists in the minds of Japanese students and teachers. 
  Native 

Teacher 

No 

Preference 

Nonnative 

Teacher 

1 In the beginning level speaking and listening class, I prefer a 96 113 36 

2 In the advanced level speaking and listening class, I prefer a 192 51 2 

3 In the beginning level reading and writing class, I prefer a 69 133 43 

4 In the advanced level reading and writing class, I prefer a 145 90 10 

5 In general, I prefer a 130 106 3 

6 If my teacher is not trained as a language instructor (but they have sufficient language 

ability), I prefer a 
125 75 41 

7 I want to develop pronunciation skills like a 224 17 4 

8 When the class is conducted entirely in the target language, I prefer a 136 96 12 

9 When it comes to studying grammar, I prefer a 50 89 105 

10 When it comes to learning informal, colloquial expressions, I prefer a 168 61 14 

11 When it comes to learning  about the culture of the foreign language, I prefer a 144 87 13 

12 When it comes to asking my questions about the target language, I prefer a  56 130 58 

13 When facing difficulties in learning Japanese/Chinese, I think a _______ is more 

compassionate and understanding. 
28 129 87 

14 When it comes to grading, I think a _______ is more lenient.  37 154 50 

15 When it comes to making language learning fun and exciting, I prefer a  50 184 7 

16 When I think of someone who sets the standard for Japanese/Chinese language, I think 

of a  
187 52 5 

17 When I think of an effective and qualified Japanese/Chinese teacher, I think of a 89 153 3 
*Numbers do not necessarily add up to 245 because sometimes participants left some questions unanswered.  
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Table B: Survey Results on the Definition of Native Speaker 

• “Native” speakers are idealized. 
  Yes Not Nec. No 

Timing A person who has been using the language since birth/early childhood 195 46 3 

Nationality A person who holds citizenship of Japanese/Chinese etc. speaking country or state.  28 194 22 

Ethnicity A person who looks Japanese/Chinese etc. 12 137 94 

A person whose name is/sounds Japanese/Chinese etc. (e.g. Tanaka/Wang) 11 135 97 

Gender A person whose gender is male (I associate native speaker with a male speaker). 0 79 163 

Sexual  

Orientation 

A person who is straight (I associate native speaker with a straight person). 5 82 156 

 

 

 

 

Linguistic 

Ability 

A person whose Japanese/Chinese etc. pronunciation is without foreign accent.   152 79 12 

A person who only speaks Japanese/Chinese etc.  47 132 65 

A person whose Japanese/Chinese etc. is not influenced by another language they speak.  89 126 26 

A person who can read and write in Japanese/Chinese etc. in a variety of contexts. 187 47 9 

A person who can manage to use grammatical patterns without mistakes, regardless of various 

factors such as stress and anxiety.  
144 87 13 

A person who can use idiomatic expressions in a variety of contexts.  185 53 4 

A person who speaks the standard language as opposed to a dialect.  41 162 40 

A person who can use the language competently in a variety of subjects and situations (e.g. 

education, politics, science, parenting, etc.) 
195 44 5 

Behavior A person who can act appropriately in situations where Japanese/Chinese etc. is widely spoken.  191 45 6 

Education A person who is educated in Japanese/Chinese etc. education system. 56 166 21 

Social/Econ 

Status 

A person who is socially connected and economically affluent. 30 111 102 

Culture A person who is familiar with Japanese/Chinese etc. culture and tradition. 165 63 15 

Teaching A person who can teach Japanese/Chinese etc. as a second language.  74 141 28 

 

“In general, nonnative teacher participants were not necessarily negatively 

affected by the native speaker fallacy.” 

 

 Heritage teachers? 

 Nonnative teachers with different L1s. 

 

Some negative experience: 

 Repeated corrections on pronunciation 

 8 hours of lesson planning for a 60 min. lesson  

             (cf. average of 2 hours) 

Pedagogical implications:                                                      

 

Coping with foreign language anxiety (Horwitz, 1996) 

• Recognize it 

• Give permission to be less than perfect 

• Recognize “Culture shock” 

• Give credits  

• Become aware of language learning process 

• Imagine speaking well in a teaching setting 

• Make plans to improve language proficiency 

• Be supportive 
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